So how do they continue to keep the bankrupt operation a float?
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On Aug 23, 2017, an interested viewer wrote:
“But no one is enforcing any of this because we're
Hijacked by these very people and institutions,
body.”
An American
Really….
Well allow me to express an opinion to that matter.
The role of the Bankers…
Opinion-Mine: “The banking system colludes with
government agencies to provide funding based on
hypothecation of assets which do not lawfully belong
to the agencies which operate in fraud and
deception.”
The National debt is just a financial mechanism by
which to maintain appearances to keep the impostors
books balanced. All offsetting adjustments to the
accounting ledgers are made to the National debt.
The debt ceiling is part of the the theatrics to keep
the people bamboozled. And we fall for it…right?
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Starting a session of Monopoly
Consider the following…
When we enter our current society, by what ever means we arrive…we are
essentially opening a session of the game provided us, courtesy of the impostors
claiming to run our legitimate government…which currently does not lawfully
exist.
Those familiar with this game will expect the “bank” to issue each player the
funds by which to interact with the other players.
But stop right there for a moment…
Have you ever asked yourself, from where does the bank get the money to
issue to each player? Well the truth is…there is none. It is only a representation
of money. Just like the money we as the American people have been using since
the implementation of the fraudulent Federal Reserve, instituted in fraud, just
like obamacare, by the impostors pretending to be your lawfully elected, in good
faith members of what you still believe is your legitimate Congress.
And from where did the money come from to fund the equally fraudulent
Federal Reserve…
I am just speculating here but think about the implications of the following:

Conference of Governors meeting March 6, 1933
So what is it about the 14th Amendment?
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Immigration actuarial costs of 14th amendment citizen
Credit River Case
Should you require a broader explanation please feel free to
contact me.

Yes Mr. Trump—Shut down the “government.”

That will kill the source of the fraudulent
funding to the beast and end the fraud and
deception…
But even more importantly it will END the
TREASON against the American people.
Shut down the banker’s control over the
IMPOSTORS pretending to act as our
legitimate Congress.
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“We the People,” Revoke the Delegated Authority of the de
facto Congress!
Rohrabacher Termination – Revocation of
delegated authority

And just whom do you expect to enforce the law on
these impostors? Surely they have already
committed so many crimes against the people, at this
point, how might this all end if they just apologized,
made their apologies and resigned?
for whom are they working?
From where comes their paychecks?
The federal corporation is already in receivership…(or
so we are told…) but we are and have been led to
believe a lot of things…and I also suspect none of
what we have been told is true.
So all of the funds on which they operate, I suspect
comes from requisitions of the Treasury to something
like Goldman Sachs, who then takes their 10%,
deposits the rest of the monopoly points known as
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fiat money, in the form of digital representations, in
the government checking accounts. Which from
there ends up as direct deposits into the recipients
checking accounts and no one is the wiser. Nothing
but digital representations (points) has physically
changed hands).
Of course I also suspect the other aside of the
ledger goes onto the national debt so who, is it who
is directly accountable?

03-11-17-one of the people: Mr.
Treasurer, Your papers Please!
03-20-17-one of the people: Mr.
Treasurer, Your papers Please!
Second request!
And he does not respond…

in search of a lawful government
So what does one do when they pay for services they
are not receiving?
arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
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714-964-4056 24/7
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Immigration…

IMMIGRATION FRAUD BY THE CONGRESS

Strawman

Pocket change

Would you buy a used car from the IRS?

Bottom Line
Its always been the impostors pretending to be the legitimate Congress

Criminal acts of sedition and treason a threat to
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national security
We the people must enforce our authority
“We the People,” Revoke the Delegated Authority of the de
facto Congress!
How much TREASON is ENOUGH – TO HANG
THE OFFENDER?
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